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Section E. Executive Summa:t')' ,,': .' :' ':,' , 

This document provides the results of the evaluation of the Department of Commerce and 
Economic Opportunity (DCEO) Public Sector New Construction (PSNC) Program that began 
June 1, 2009.' The program provides incentives to improve the efficiency of ne:wly constructed 
public buildings with a target market of local governments, K-12 schools, community colleges, 
public universities, and state buildings throughout Illinois. 

DCEO uses internal staff to manage, implement, and administer the program. The Smart 
Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC) reviews project documentation, energy models 
based on a set building design,2 and recommends appropriate incentives. Program records 
show that by the close of PY3 (May 2011), four projects received incentives through the 
program, two from PY3 and two from PY2. DCEO provided incentives on a design basis for 
three projects and one project earned incentives on a measure-level basis. 

E.1 Evaluation Objectives 

The objectives of the evaluation are to: (1) Quantify net energy (kWh) and peak demand 
impacts for the program cycle (June 2009 to May 2011); and (2) Determine key process-related 
program strengths and weaknesses and provide recommendations to improve the program. 

In early 2010, our evaluation team reviewed the PY2 evaluation plan for this program to assure 
ourselves that plans made the previous year (before the program began) were still relevant. 
Through contact with the DCEO program manager, we found that as of 2/2/2010 there were two 
projects completed to date and none slated to be completed prior to May 31, 2010. These two 
projects had a combined funding of $75,000. 

Based on this finding, and to be prudent with our evaluation resources, we did not evaluate the 
Public Sector New Construction Program in PY2. To complete the evaluation of the three-year 
cycle of programs, we now assess all participants of the program. That is, the two PY2 projects 
are included in this evaluation and reported on herein. We have assigned any required 
adjustments to PY3. 

1 The annual cycle for the portfolio of programs is from June 1 to May 3l. 
2 Throughout this report, it is important to consider the distinction between 'design modeling' which occurs before the 
building design has been set, and 'building energy modeling' which is done after the design has been set. The 
program provides incentives based on the latter form of modeling. 
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E.2 Evaluation Methods 

The evaluation team used in-depth interviews of program implementers and participants to 
reach conclusions in the process analysis. We used engineering desk review of all four sites to 
assess gross impacts as well as onsite inspections to assure that the measures were in place and 
operating. We calculated net impacts using self-reported data from participants. 

E.3 Key Findings 

This section presents the gross and net energy and demand savings results followed by the 
process analysis findings from the DCEO PY2 to PY3 Public Sector New Construction Program. 

E.3.1. Impact Findings 

There were four completed projects through the PY2 and PY3 program with ex-ante gross 
savings (i.e., the results expected by the program from the four projects before any adjustments) 
of 971 MWh. The ex-post gross savings were 702 MWh (165 MWh in Ameren territory and 537 
MWh in CornEd territory). 

When comparing the ex-ante results to the ex-post gross impacts, the evaluation analysis 
reduced the gross impacts by 28% for energy and 38% for demand (Table E-1). The changes in 
ex post gross were mainly due to two projects in which a combination of one or more of the 
following were present: 1) efficiency measures required by code were awarded incentives; 2) 
the operation of the facility was not accurately represented in the energy model calculations; 
and 3) the energy model submitted by contractors or vendors was not consistent with the 
modeling approaches given in ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G. 

Ex-post net savings were 351 MWh (82 MWh for Ameren and 269 MWh for CornEd). The net
to-gross ratio (NTGR) was 0.50 for the program (compared to the ex ante assumption of 1.0). 
This result is due to two customers, who represent 39% of the expected savings across the four 
projects, stating that the program had no influence on the energy efficiency choices made on 
their projects. Both of these customers stated that the designs of their respective projects were 
set before they knew about the program; and, in one case, construction was already complete. It 
is a common challenge for new construction programs to get to participants early in the design 
process. This is particularly challenging for new programs as they enter the market. Thus we 
are not surprised at the NTG result.' The program, as with all new construction programs, will 
have to work hard at getting in early in the design process and recognizing when they have 
arrived on the scene too late to affect the efficiency of thebuilding. 

3 As a comparison, CornEd's C&I New Construction program had a NTGR of 0.59 for their first year and 0.65 for their 
second year while the 2006-2008 California Nonresidential New Construction program had a NTGR of 0.63. 
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Table E-l. Program Gross & Net Savings - Public Sector New Construction 

MWh 971 702 72% 351 0.50 

MW 0.295 0.182 62% 0.09 0.50 

DCEO's net plan target across PY2 and PY3 was 2,807 MWh (737 MWh in Ameren territory and 
2,070 MWh in ComEd territory).' However, these goals may have been high for the program 
due to low construction in the sector. Program staff reported that state funding is used within 
the sector they serve (aside from universities and schools) and there has not been any available 
funding for ten years. While schools can go to districts if they get bond referendums to pass, 
this can be a lengthy process. Both issues reduce the likelihood of new construction in the public 
sector. 

E.3.2. Impact Recommendations 

To improve the gross impact realization rate between ex ante and ex post values from 
completed projects, the evaluation team makes the following three recommendations: 

1) Ensure incentives are awarded for efficiency measures only if they exceed levels 
required by code. 

2) Accurately represent the operation of the facility in the energy model calculations. 
3) Ensure that the energy models submitted by contractors or vendors are consistent with 

the modeling approaches given in ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G. 

To increase the program's impact on the project's design and energy efficiency, the evaluation 
team makes the following recommendation: 

1) Reach customers early in the design process and channel them into SEDAC's Design 
Assistance Program. 

4 Source: Commonwealth Edison Company's 2008 - 2010 Energy Efficiency / Demand Response Plan, Docket No. 07M 

0540, November 15, 2007 (Table 2). Ameren illinois Utilities 2008 - 2010 Energy Efficiency / Demand Response Plan, 
November 15, 2007 (Table 12) 
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E.3.3. Process Findings 

All participants we interviewed found DCEO and SEDAC program staff courteous and helpful, 
allowing participants to successfully progress through the program. Participants were grateful 
to receive the program incentives. Half the participants could point to how the program 
funding increased the energy efficiency of the final construction. Participants found the 
application process" straightforward" but some found the doc~mentation process required to 
receive incentives difficult due to the expense and the level of detail required to complete it. 
Program staff identified several PY2 and PY3 implementation challenges mostly related to 1) 
receiving the energy model documentation; and 2) motivating customers with few incentive 
dollars. Program staff are aware that participant satisfaction with the program process was 
mixed. 

PY2 and PY3 participant characteristics match program targets. Although program marketing 
and outreach efforts were modest, the program reached appropriate public sector targets. The 
program will likely benefit from continuing to market and outreach to potential customer and 
partner participants in the public sector. The program was not able to engage PY3 New 
Construction participants in the Design Assistance program, limiting the effectiveness of the 
program. However, some participants appear to be taking advantage of the Design Assistance 
program in PY4. 

E.3.4. Process Recommendations 

Program staff are already well aware of the main program challenges and are working toward 
appropriate solutions. The key recommendations we provide here are based on information we 
collected during interviews we conducted with program staff and participants. 

Perfonn more marketing of the Design Assistance Program. Participants would likely benefit 
from earlier collaboration with SEDAC in their Design Assistance Program. While SEDAC staff 
are promoting the program in conversation with interested customers, the program's web page 
could help sell it a little more. The web page messaging highlights a few of the positive aspects 
of working with the SEDAC team in the design phase, but it might benefit the program to also 
highlight that more incentive dollars can result from the "higher performance". 

Create a list of appropriate building energy modeling software reports. Program staff have 
found it difficult to communicate exactly what building energy modeling software reports 
participants need to submit. Over ten software programs qualify' and each identifies the 
necessary modeling reports differently. As of the program staff interviews, the program had not 

5 The program application directs participants to a Department of Energy website that lists qualified software for 
calculating commercial building tax deductions. 
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attempted to list the appropriate reports for each software that might facilitate participant 
documentation. Once several projects are coming into the program, program staff should spend 
the time to create a list that provides this level of information as it will increase clarity in the 
process. 

Reframe the incentive to include building energy modeling expenses. Some participants were 
surprised by the building energy modeling and documentation requirements and found them 
expensive to complete, perhaps as much as 20% of the incentive received. Program staff 
suggested that the program possibly reframe the incentive not only as a way to help implement 
energy efficient design or measures, but also as a way to help cover the cost of the modeling. 
This is a good idea since it would also help alert potential participants to the existence of the 
building energy model requirement early on. 

E-4 Cost Effectiveness Findings 

Cost effectiveness is assessed through the use of the illinois Total Resource Cost (TRC) test. 
Table E-2 summarizes the unique inputs used to calculate the TRC ratio for the Public Sector 
New Construction Program in PY3. Most of the unique inputs come directly from the 
evaluation results presented in this report. Measure life estimates were based on similar CornEd 
programs, third party sources including the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) 
developed Database of Energy Efficiency Resources (DEER) and previous Navigant evaluation 
experience with similar programs. Program costs data came directly from DCEo. Incremental 
costs were estimated from program, survey data and similar CornEd programs. Avoided cost 
data came from both CornEd and Ameren and are the same for all programs. 

Table E-2. Inputs to TRC Model for Public Sector New Construction Program 

Measure 

Gross Coincident Peak O.lSMW 

Net-to-Gross Ratio 

Net Costs 

Based on these inputs, the illinois societal TRC for this program is 2.44 and the program passes 
the illinois TRC test. 
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Section 1. Introduction to the Program " ' L 

1.1 Program Description 

The illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opporhmity (DCEO) began their Public 
Sector New Construction (PSNC) Program June 1, 2009.' The program provides incentives to 
public sector customers of CornEd and Ameren Illinois Utilities to improve the efficiency of 
newly constructed public buildings with a target market of local governments, K-12 schools, 
community colleges, public universities,and state buildings throughout Illinois. 

1.1.1 Implementation Strategy 

DCEO uses internal staff to manage, implement, and administer the program. Program records 
show that by the close of PY3 (May 2011), four projects received incentives through the 
program. DCEO provided incentives for three of the projects on a design basis and one project 
earned incentives on a measure-level basis. 

The PY3 program application form lists eligibility criteria and incentive levels. The program 
bases incentives on how much the project exceeds the Illinois Energy Conservation Code for 
Commercial Buildings (IL ECC), with a maximum grant award of $2 per square foot. 

DCEO contracts with the Smart Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC) to provide technical 
assistance. SEDAC funds come from grant monies. The DCEO grant funding provides audit 
and design review services and was set up 5-6 years before the current Energy Efficiency 
Program opened. SEDAC funding comes from the two utilities as well as the Department of 
Energy (DOE) through State Energy Program (SEP) funds (but no ARRA funds). The DCEO 
modified the SEDAC contract to include specific technical assistance scopes for Public Sector 
New Construction. According to SEDAC program staff, about 1 to 5% of SEDACs weekly 
activities relate to the New Construction program. 

Within the Public Sector New Construction program, SEDAC reviews project documentation to 
determine the incentive. In this role, SEDAC staff communicate with participants to clarify and 
complete documentation as necessary; compare the building energy model and the construction 
documents to ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G model'; and report findings and incentive 
recommendations to DCEO. 

SEDAC is also poised to provide program participants with building design assistance, 
although none of the four projects made use of it. Design Assistance is a separate program and 

6 The annual cycle for the portfolio of programs is from June 1 to May 3l. 
7 This comparison is a requirement of the program. 
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would be provided to participants during the building design process, earlier than when 
participants are currently stepping into the New Construction program. Following design 
assistance, SEDAC would then channel public sector participants into the non-design assistance 
variant of the New Construction program as appropriate. 

Marketing and Outreach 

Both DCEO and SEDAC have roles in marketing the program. DCEO primarily markets the 
program directly to public sector customers, attempting to gain entrance into and raise 
awareness within networks of schools, including universities, and local government 
associations. Up until December 2010, marketing efforts were led by a DCEO employee who has 
since retired. For the remainder of PY3, marketing was divided among other DCEO staff. 
Throughout PY2 and PY3, there were no written marketing materials that solely featured the 
New Construction program. Instead, marketing materials also included other DCEO programs. 

SEDAC provides marketing and outreach in two main ways. First, it hosts a web page for the 
program which provides a program overview, incentive levels, links to the applications and 
information sources, and the information needed to apply. Second, SEDAC promotes the 
program while promoting other energy efficiency programs. SEDAC promotes DCEO public 
sector energy efficiency (PSEE) programs, as well as other energy efficiency programs for 
CornEd and Ameren lllinois Utilities. Thus, when SEDAC staff market programs at workshops, 
conferences, and to different trade ally groups, they do not solely market the New Construction 
program. CornEd, Ameren, and DCEO implementers provide cross-program promotion for 
each other's programs. The New Construction manager noted that a significant amount of 
outreach occurs at CornEd's trade ally event at which DCEO presents a 30 minute presentation 
covering all their programs. SEDAC also channels trade allies and customers who may be 
involved in other efficiency programs into the New Construction program when appropriate. 

Goals 

We present the net MWH savings goals for the PY2 and PY3 Public Sector New Construction in 
Table 1-1. DCEO has stated that their Public Sector goals are significantly higher than the 
legislative goal as a percent of total sector consumption.' 

8 Communication from David Baker, DCEO, December 6, 2010. 
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Table 1-1. Public Sector Electric Efficiency New Construction Program PY2 and PY3 Planned 
Savings Goals 

Service Territory 
Ameren 

CornEd 
Ameren 

CornEd 
Illinois Illinois 

DCEO Plan Net Target PY2 & PY33 737 2,070 0 0 

DCEO Expected Net Savings PY2 and 
165 537 .016 .166 

PY3 (ex ante) 
Response Docket No. 07~0540, 

November 15, 2007 (Fable 2). Ameren Utilities 2008 Energy Efficiem;y / Demand Response Plan, November 15, 
2007 (Fable 12). Ex ante valuesfrom DeEO program files. 
a There are no planned demand goals for this program. 

1.1.2 Measures and Incentives 

While the program works with all involved entities, the person who owns the buildings is the 
qualifying applicant for incentives. For public sector new construction, determining the most 
appropriate entity for the incentive is not always straightforward. For example, one project was 
a state owned botanical gardens and built by a not-for-profit 501c3, but the state forest preserve 
owns the building. DCEO worked with the botanical garden to determine details around the 
project, but the incentives went to the forestry entity as the qualifying applicant. 

Incentives are set based on the year in which the qualifying application was submitted. Because 
projects can span a number of program years, the incentives do not change, regardless of when 
the project is completed. 

Based on our review of the program's PYI application (also used for PY2) and the PY3 
application, the program made several changes in its incentive structure starting in PY3. In 
Table 1-2 below, we compare the incentives (Incentives section 2.5) appearing in each 
application. Notably, while the general principle guiding incentive awards was maintained, the 
maximum grant award moved from a set dollar amount to a maximum rate. 

General 
Principle 

Table 1-2. PY3 Incentives Changes 

"The incentives will be set based on how far beyond 
the Illinois Energy Conservation Code for Commercial 
Buildings that the building or the building components 
will be constructed ... " 

May 15, 2012 Final 

No change from 
lone application to 
I the other 
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Maximum Base 
Incentive Rate 

Design Bonus 
for total 
building 
performance 
and LEED-
qualifying 
buildings 

Total Incentive 

Maximum 
Grant Award 

liThe maximum incentive 
rate will be $0.05 per kWh 
saved." 

"Total building 
performance" 

Performance Incentive 
beyond per sq. ft. 
code (kWh) 
10% $0.20 
15% $0.40 
20% $0.60 
25% $0.80 
30% $1.00 

"The total incentive cannot 
exceed 100 percent of the 
incremental measure cost 
and 50 percent of the 
project cost." 

"The Department may 
provide up to, but not 
more than, a maximum 
grant award of $100,000 
for projects 10%-20% 
beyond code and $200,000 
for projects 25%-30% 
beyond code." 

May 15, 2012 Final 

liThe maximum incentive 
rate will be $0.08 per kWh 
saved," 

"Buildings seeking LEED 
Silver, Gold or Platinum" 

Performance Incentive 
beyond per sq. 
code (kWh) ft. 

10% $0.20 
15% $0.40 
20% $0.60 
25% $0.80 
30% $1.00 

"Maximum bonus cannot 
exceed $50,000." 

"The total incentive 
cannot exceed 100 percent 
of the incremental 
measure cost and 75 
percent of the project 
cost." 

"The Department may 
provide up to, but not 
more than, a maximum 
grant award of $2.00 per 
square foot for projects 
(Base plus Bonus 
Incentive)." 

The rate increased 
by $0.03 per kWh 

No change in 
incentive level from 
one application to 
the other; however, 
the design bonuses 
are referred to 
differently, and a 
maximum bonus 
incentive was 
added in PY3. 

The project cost 
maximum 
increased by 25 
percentage points. 

Moved from a set 
dollar amount to a 
maximum rate. 
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1.2 Evaluation Questions 

In early 2010, our evaluation team reviewed the evaluation plan for this program to verify that 
plans made the previous year (before the program began) were still relevant. Through contact 
with the DCEO program manager, we found that as of 2/2/20io there were two projects 
completed and none slated to be completed prior to May 31, 2010. These two projects had a 
combined funding of $75,000. 

Based on this finding, and to be prudent with our evaluation resources, we did not evaluate the 
PY2 Public Sector New Construction Program. To complete the evaluation of the three-year 
cycle of programs, we have assessed all projects in the program. That is, the two PY2 projects 
are included and we assigned adjustments to PY3. 

The evaluation sought to answer the following key researchable questions: 

Impact Ouestions: 

1. What are the gross impacts from this program? 
2. What are the net impacts from this program? 
3. Did the program meet its energy and demand goals? If not, why not? 

Process Ouestions: 

1. Has the program as implemented changed from the plan filed with the ICC? If so, how, 
why, and was this an advantageous change? 

2. What challenges have occurred in implementation and how were they handled? 

3. What are the characteristics of the customers and program "partners" (which encompass 
local governments, K-12 schools, higher education entities, and the Capital Development 
Board) participating in the programs and is this the expected group for participation? 
Who should be more involved but is not, and how can the program increase their 
involvement? 

4. Is the program outreach to customers and program partners effective in increasing 
awareness of the program opportunities? 

a. What is the format of the outreach? 

b. How often does the outreach occur? 

c. Are the messages within the outreach clear and actionable? 

5. Are the program processes effective for smoothly providing incentives to customers and 
motivating customers and program partners to participate? 
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a. What is the timing from start to finish for projects that go through this program? 

b. How quickly does the program answer customer and program partner 
questions? 

c. What is the expectation of the program partners and are they fulfilling that role? 

d. Are customers and program partners satisfied with the program processes in 
which they were involved? 

e. Is the application process onerous? 
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Section 2. Evaluation Methods ' , " , ", ,~, 
, " 

As a part of the overall portfolio, the risk of non-performance by this program is low as the 
targeted ex ante' impacts are a small percent of the portfolio energy savings (0.8%). 
Additionally, with four projects, the evaluation costs were low. For these reasons, the 
evaluation activities for PY3 are limited (about 4% of the overall evaluation budget). 

For the Public Sector Non-Residential New Construction program assessment, the Navigant 
Consulting team conducted in-depth interviews with the DCEO program manager, two SEDAC 
staff and all participants. The gross impact analysis was based on an engineering desk review 
using computer simulation modeling and engineering algorithms. We performed onsite audits 
of each site to verify installation. We based the net impact results on the self-report method. 

The Public Sector New Construction program allows participants freedom to design or retrofit 
their new facilities without prescribed efficiency measures, which may include innovative 
HVAC systems, for example. Such measures are potentially too diverse and interdependent for 
a prescriptive program. For this reason, we based our ex-post impact assessment on a whole 
building simulation of the efficient design compared with a minimally code-compliant building. 

SEDAC provided the evaluation team with their electronic computer simulation for us to 
review. We obtained hardcopy information on each site through an onsite visit to DCEO in 
March 2011. 

Table 2-1. Data Collection Summary 

DCED Program Manager 
3 Process 

Interview and SEDAC Staff September 2011 

In-Depth Program Participants 
7 individuals from 

September 2011 
Process and 

Interview all 4 projects Impact 

Engineering Data from Program 
4 projects 

August 2011 to 
Impact 

Review Implementer September 2011 

We provide a detailed write up of the evaluation methods in appendix Section 5.1. 

9 Ex ante refers to the program estimated impact found in the program tracking database. 
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Section 3. Program Level Results, ' 

3.1 Impact Results 

3.1.1 Verification and Due Diligence 

The evaluation team obtained the hard copy and electronic copy of all four projects. We verified 
the information found in the hard copy via onsite audits of each project. 

3.1.2 Gross Program Impact Results 

Across PY2 and PY3, there were four completed projects. Table 3-1 shows the gross ex ante and 
ex post savings by project, including individual project realization rates, for the population of 
projects. 

Table 3-1. Program Gross Savings for by Project 

3 105,866 25,766 24% 0 

4 343,908 164,879 49% 126 15.9 13% 

Total 971,446 72% 295 182 62% 
Source: Ex ante: by DCEO 
Expost: EM& V analysis. 

As shown above, we adjusted the energy savings downward for three projects and made no 
change for one project. Next, we provide a short write up of each project. 

Project #1 was a 76,738 sq. ft. municipal building in the CornEd service territory. The efficiency 
measures claimed for this facility included windows that exceeded code requirements for U
value and Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC), roof and wall constructions that exceeded code 
required R-values, efficient lighting design, occupancy controls, variable speed drives (VSD), 
condensing boilers, a heat recovery chiller, condensing hot water heater, and an underfloor air 
distribution system. We calculated the savings for these measures by the customer's contractor 
using DOE 2.1e. 

We physically verified each of the measures and interviewed the customer to determine the 
operating characteristics. All of the measures were found to be installed and operating 
consistent with the model definitions, with the exception of the roof insulation level. The 
savings were determined based on an assumed U-value of 0.039. This value seemed excessively 
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low for the amount of polyisocyanurate installed. For the ex post analysis, we increased the V
value to 0.046. This reduced the expected savings by 3 kW and 10,000 kWh. We note that the 
SEDAC report also noted that the V-value used in the analysis appeared low, but it does not 
appear that any savings adjustments were made. 

Project #2 was a 36,184 sq. ft. research building in the ComEd service territory. The efficiency 
measures claimed for this facility included roof, wall, and slab constructions that exceeded code 
required R-values, variable speed drives, condensing boilers, an efficient water-cooled chiller, 
heat recovery, and photovoltaic panels. 

We physically verified each of the measures and interviewed the customer to determine the 
operating characteristics. All of the measures were found to be installed and operating 
consistent with the model definitions. We made no changes to the savings estimates. 

Project #3 was a 110,000 sq. ft. school building in the ComEd service territory. The efficiency 
measures claimed for this facility included variable speed drives, condensing water heaters and 
occupancy sensors on the lighting. Claimed energy savings for this project came from the 
occupancy sensors and variable speed drives. 

We physically verified each of the measures and interviewed the customer to determine the 
operating characteristics. The site visit revealed that an electronic lighting management system 
controls occupancy sensor set points for the building. These set points are set to a one-hour 
delay during class periods. After 4pm, the set points are reset to 15 minutes. Per the facility 
manager, the effect is that lights do not turn off during school hours. As programmed, 
occupancy sensors might claim an average of a half-hour savings each afternoon (about 90 
hours total for the school year) after teachers leave and before the time-of-day control turns off 
lights. This is substantially lower than the ex ante calculation assumption that the controls 
turned off lights for about 431 hours. Further diminishing imP(lct, the ex ante figure assumes 
savings for all 81.5 kW of occupancy controlled lighting-even for code required controls in 
classrooms and lunch and break rooms. Approximately 10 kW of occupancy controlled lighting 
is located in spaces (such as corridors and restrooms) not already required by code to be fitted 
with occupancy controls. 

The ex ante savings calculation claimed 262 hp of motors controlled by VSDs. Code requires air
handler fans larger than 10 hp (170 hp out of the 262 hp in the ex ante calculation) to have some 
kind of part load control. Installation of VSDs on these motors should not be considered 
program impacts. However, the hot and chilled water circulating pumps exceed code 
requirements. The impact adjustment reflects the removal of the air-handler fan horsepower 
from the ex ante incentive calculation. 

Project #4 was a 27,195 sq. ft. health care building in the Ameren service territory. The efficiency 
measures claimed for this facility included windows that exceeded code requirements for V-
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value and Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC), roof and wall constructions that exceeded code 
required R-values, efficient lighting design, energy recovery, and Variable Refrigerant Flow 
(VRF) heat pumps. 

We physically verified each of the measures and interviewed the customer to determine the 
operating characteristics. All of the measures were found to be installed and operating 
consistent with the model definitions report. 

We also reviewed the building model parameters. Several issues were found with the model. 
First, the baseline model used to determine the savings had 40% glazing. Although 40% glazing 
is allowable under the code, per ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G, for determining energy savings the 
baseline model should have the same percent glazing as the proposed building model, up to a 
maximum of 40% glazing. In addition, the baseline system used in the analysis was a constant 
volume dual-duct system. These systems control the heating and cooling delivered to a space by 
mixing air from a hot deck with cooled air from a cold deck. This use of concurrent heating and 
cooling is prohibited by code". In addition, this type of system is inconsistent with the baseline 
model definitions used in ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G, which suggests a packaged rooftop 
variable air volume (VA V) with electric heat. The heating and cooling efficiencies used in the 
analysis were also found to be incorrect. The cooling EER used was 9.3, which is the value for 
air-source heat pumps. However, the model used electric resistance heating. It is not consistent 
to use an air source heat pump for cooling, but not use the heat pumps for heating. The fan 
power was examined for the model as well. Based on the reviewed parameters, the fan power 
use exceeded the fan motor horsepower allowed by code. 

Finally, the model suggested that no heating energy is required. It is likely that this was done to 
include the effects of the VRF heat pumps system, which recover heat from cooling zones and 
use the heat for zones that are in heating. However, our model showed that the cooling load in 
the peak winter months was insufficient to fully eliminate the heating load for the building. 
Along with the difference in windows between the original baseline model and the proposed 
case, the baseline model's heating and cooling systems were defined incorrectly. This skewed 
seasonal energy use resulting in much lower demand savings than expected, as well as reduced 
overall annual energy savings. 

For the ex post analysis, an alternate building model was creat~d using eQUEST. The baseline 
model was created using a packaged VA V with Parallel Fan Powered (PFP) boxes and electric 
resistance heat. The window areas for the baseline and proposed models were set equal to the 
observed window areas. The heating and cooling efficiencies were taken from the code 
minimum efficiencies for the baseline system type. All other parameters, when appropriate, 

10 We applied the code applicable at the time of the building's construction. For this project, that was the IEee 2006 
code. 
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were taken from the original model definitions provided. The VRF system was modeled using 
an external calculation, which reviewed the loads for each zone, and reduced the cooling energy 
to account for the total net heating and cooling loads for each VRF system. 

Although two of the four projects reviewed had significant changes made to the savings during 
the evaluation process, we note that there are many positive aspects of the program as well. 
First, three of the four projects reviewed were analyzed on a "whole-building" approach and 
had efficiency improvements being made to HVAC systems, HV AC equipment, shell, and 
lighting aspects. Many new construction programs rely heavily on lighting, with minimal 
savings coming from other areas. The inclusion of multiple systems and shell components 
indicates thoughtful analyses. Second, the review of the projects completed by SEDAC appears 
to be thorough and well documented. In some cases, SEDAC reviewers made the same 
recommendations for the changes that that the evaluation team ultimately made. 

3.1.3 Net Program Impact Results 

Our net-to-gross interviews reached participants representing all projects and thus 100% of the 
ex ante gross impacts. For this type of program, we use all information from our in-depth 
conversations with the customers to determine attribution. We include both closed ended 
questions to calculate a NTGR value and open-ended questions to adjust that value as deemed 
appropriate. As we discuss in the methods section in Section !:i.l.1, we carefully reviewed the 
NTG responses from each of our interviewees and concluded that no adjustments to the 
customers' responses were necessary. 

Weighting the project-level NTG values by project savings produced a total program-level NTG 
ratio of 0.50. This result is due to two customers, who represent 37% of the expected savings 
across the four projects, stating that the program had no influence on the energy efficiency 
choices made on their projects .. Both of these customers stated that the designs of their projects 
were set before they knew about the program; and, in one case, construction was already 
complete. Notably, we reached two representatives for each of these projects, including both 
customer and designer project participants. In all interviews, all participants of these projects 
consistently stated that the program, had no influence on the projects' design or construction. It 
is a common challenge for new construction programs to get to participants early in the design 
process. This is particularly challenging for new programs as they enter the market. Thus we 
are not surprised at the NTG result. The program, as with all new construction programs, will 
have to work hard at getting in early in the design process and recognizing when they have 
arrived on the scene too late. 

When applied to the total ex post gross impacts, this NTG ratio yields the final net impacts 
shown in Table 3-2 below. 
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Table 3-2. Program Net Impacts 

kWh 702,317 0.50 351,010 

kW 182 0.50. 91 

3.2 Process Evaluation Results 

There are many themes to explore during a process evaluation. Our evaluation questions 
focused on five specific themes: 

1) changes made to the program during PY2 and PY3; 
2) challenges in implementation during PY2 and PY3 and how were they handled 
3) marketing and outreach; 
4) characterizing the partners and customers participating in the program; and 
5) effectiveness of the program processes in motivating customers and program partners to 

participate and providing incentives to participants. 

We first provide a synopsis of all areas to bring out the value of the program and then go 
through the results found for each theme. This analysis is based on the responses of seven 
participants (including customers and program partners) from the four projects, as weIl as two 
program staff and one program manager. Although we interviewed representatives from all 
projects, since there is a small number of respondents, we do not provide statistics such as 
percentages. We bring out relevant quotes to show context in 'each area. Aside from the next 
section (which is a summary across the process evaluation), the first paragraphs of Sections 3.2.2 
to 3.2.6 give the conclusion of our analysis of that section. Additional information is provided 
after that paragraph to show how those conclusions were reached. 

3.2.1 Value of the program 

Participants tended to view the program incentives as extremely small percentages of the 
overaIl project budgets (Le., 0.05% to 0.6%). On three of the four projects, when asked about the 
influence of the incentive on the energy efficient design and implementation, participants 
compared the incentive amount to the overall project cost. Yet, all participants were also 
grateful to receive the incentive. For example, one participant stated: 

It's difficult to find support for energy efficiency, even though (energy efficiency) is 
popular. And so the (program's financial) support was certainly welcome. That we 
certainly are grateful for." -Customer 
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However, program records for the three projects receiving design-based incentives show that 
incentives tended to represent large portions of the incremental costs associated with energy 
efficient design, 14%,29%, and 38%. The payback periods were eleven, three and three years 
respectively. Further, half the participants could point to how the program funding increased 
the energy efficiency of the final construction. For example, one participant explained that the 
program incentives helped keep in efficient design features that would have otherwise been 
removed: 

"Some of the (efficient lighting design features) we would have had to cut out, were it not 
for these grant monies. We were able to put (them) back in .... We (had) the funding 
available to improve on what the (architect) value engineered out" -Customer 

The program manager believes that the program incentives are valuable because they give 
architects a sales tool. Combined with other incentives in the marketplace, such as those from 
the Clean Energy Foundation, some LEED costs may be offset and architects may have an easier 
time in getting customers to accept LEED design. Notably, two of the four the program's 
projects sought LEED-Gold certification. 

Finally, all participants we interviewed found DCEO and SEDAC staff courteous and helpful, 
allowing participants to successfully progress through the program. For example, one 
participant stated, 

"[ thought (program staffJ were very responsive; they were very helpful. They gave us 
ideas. (For example, when) we couldn't generate the (modeling) data on our own,( they 
let us know) how we might go about it, such as what types of people we might want to 
contact within our own resources and so on. " -Customer 

3.2.2 Program Changes 

This evaluation found only one major program change in PY3. The program's incentive 
structure underwent a few, mostly minor, changes. Notable, the maximum grant award 
changed from a set dollar amount to a maximum rate (See Table 1-2). 

3.2.3 Program Challenges 

Section Summary: Program staff identified several PY2 and PY3 implementation challenges 
mostly related to 1) receiving the energy model documentation; and 2) motivating customers 
with few incentive dollars. Program staff have sought solutions to most of these challenges, yet 
some remain. 

In this section, we describe the challenges by primarily drawing on interviews with program 
staff, and secondarily by drawing on interviews with participants. Since the main challenges are 
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participant-facing issues, we revisit them in more depth in the Effectiveness of Program 
Processes section. 

Inter- and Intra- Program Communication 

One challenge stemmed from the program having multiple customer-facing contacts, i.e. DCEO 
and SEDAC staff. Participants sometimes sent application materials intended for one contact to 
the other. In other cases, participants were not fully aware of all the materials that they needed 
to submit to SEDAC. However, program staff noted that communication between DCEO and 
SEDAC, along with facilitation of document delivery, improved in PY3: 

I think most of the issues that we had early on have been worked out. Early on there were 
some problems with communication, getting the documents that were being delivered to 
DeEO, getting them through Springfield, and getting them here. But that has all been 
worked out. We have worked hard on this program to make it flow much better and from 
the administrative side it is working quite well. -Program Staff 

Further, staff described a current level of good communication between the two groups citing: 
1) a weekly meetings that takes place between the two groups; 2) the accessibility and 
receptivity of their partners in the other group; and 3) important changes in the application 
accomplished by the two groups working together: 

[DeEO staffl has been extremely receptive to how we need information brought to us, so 

that we can best look over these projects and give DeEO the best input back of how we 
feel that project fits into the goals of the program ... (For example), we need to have 
construction documents ... (and) ... information on the model. On all these sorts of 
specifics [DeEO staffl has worked with us very well at incorporating into the application 
and the information available on the program. -Program Staff 

Documentation and Modeling 

The next set of major challenges for program staff stems primarily from the documentation in 
support of the building energy model participants are required to submit to SEDAC (Appendix 
D in the PY3 application). As noted earlier, the building energy model is not a design model 
used to evaluate possible designs. Rather, this model occurs after the design has been set and is 
used to evaluate the energy savings above code of the planned or final construction. There are 
several points of friction around the building energy model that the program has been working 
to overcome. In the next few paragraphs, we provide mainly program staff perspective on these 
issues, exploring participant perspective later in the report. 

First, since the person completing the model is usually organizationally distant from the main 
project contact, program staff have to wait on, or communicate across, multiple layers of 
contact, through which model requirement details may get lost due to miscommunication: 
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The person that we are asking for this information from is often the owner's 
representative who is first one step removed from the design team ... who are fairly often 
one or two steps removed from the company doing the modeling ... because most 
consulting firms or architectural engineers aren't in the business of doing full building 
energy models so they fairly often subcontract that ... So, it has been a matter of 
communicating through those three steps of communication to that entity whoever they 
are that has been doing the modeling and making sure they. understand precisely what is 
needed. -Program Staff 

Second, program staff reported that some program participants did not fully expect or 
understand the building energy model requirements, a finding also reflected in participant 
interviews. Thus, as program staff reported, some participants were surprised by the 
documentation requirements: 

We are actually asking for more documentation than LEED does so (participants) are a 
little bit taken aback when we suddenly appear out of the woodwork and say we require 
these documents. -Program Staff 

Thus, to manage participant expectations around required documentation, program staff 
created a list of all required program documentation in PY3 and added it to both the website 
and the PY3 application. 

Third, program staff have also found it difficult to communicate exactly what modeling 
software reports participants need to submit. Over ten software programs qualifyl1 and each 
identifies the necessary modeling reports differently. As of the time we interviewed program 
staff, the program has not attempted to list the appropriate reports from each software package 
that might facilitate participant documentation. Instead, in PY4, program staff are presently 
focused on a more basic conceptual step-increasing participant understanding of ASHRAE 
Appendix G, which we describe next. 

Fourth, program staff noted that some participants do not understand what an ASHRAE 
Appendix G model requires or how to model it correctly. In some cases, participants do not 
understand that an engineering model of the building is different from the Appendix G model. 
In instances in which the building was modeled for LEED certification and therefore did use the 
Appendix G model, program staff found that some participants still did not model the building 
correctly. Program staff explained, 

11 The program application directs participants to a Department of Energy website that lists qualified software for 
calculating commercial building tax deductions. 
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If you go for LEED you have to do an appendix G model anyway, but LEED doesn't do a 
whole lot of verification ... So (the participants) are not getting caught (but) when we look 
at (the model) we see that pretty quickly because we are looking at their inputs and 
outputs. LEED doesn't look at their inputs and outputs. So on several occasions we've 
had to go back and say 'You didn't model this correctly; we found all these discrepancies. 
We don't feel that your savings are going to equal what you are claiming. You have a 
choice of either remodeling it with these correct figures or you don't get an incentive'. -
Program Staff 

Thus, in PY 4, program staff are working on a fact sheet that addresses some basic underlying 
concepts to clarify the building energy model for participants: 

We have in the works a modeling ... fact sheet that might atleast help some of the less 
experienced modelers understand where to look for the information that we generally 
send them to once they have applied ... It would probably (include) an outline that would 
go through some of the steps that appendix G requires, so that people know right off the 
bat that their base building is prescribed by appendix G; it is not something that they get 
to decide or that (changes based on atypical aspects of the building). (For example) they 
may have a precast building, but the base case is still going to be metal frame building . .... 
Some people really don't even get the sort of basic concept. -Program Staff 

A final model-related challenge for the program stems from contractors who believed that their 
energy model is proprietary. Thus, in some cases, program staff initially received only the 
model inputs and outputs, but could not immediately see how the two sets of information were 
linked. To assure themselves that the models were accurate required additional communication 
with the modeling contractors. 

As described in the previous paragraphs, there are many challenges the program faces 
throughout the modeling documentation process which require increased communication and 
extended timing to support. To the staffs credit and as participant interview findings generally 
suggest, their communication efforts have succeeded. As one program staff explained, 

We have always succeeded in getting what we needed from (participants). It has just' 
taken a little bit more time sometimes than we would like. -Program Staff 

Finally, program staff note that the building energy modeling and documentation process is 
expensive for some, especially inexperienced, participants. Staff, as well as some participants, 
believe that the incentive levels make it difficult to convince some participants to put the effort 
into creating and documenting and energy model and thus participating in the program. As one 
staff explained, 

I have actually had one consultant I was working with ... say 'If I had known how little 
this incentive was I would have given the client the money myself and saved myself a 
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headache of doing this energy model.' His feeling was that (given) the effort expended to 
do modeling, he would like to see a higher level of incentive ... but that was from 
somebody relatively inexperienced. -Program Staff 

Program staff believe incentive levels would have to double, to effectively motivate participant 
valuation of energy model creation and documentation. They believe that greater incentives 
would motivate participants to find out more about the program and focus on understanding 
its requirements in depth. Thus, they would learn more about the Design Assistance program 
opportunity. They also believe that a messaging change could be an effective way to raise 
awareness of the Public Sector New Construction program. We discuss this in the Participants 

Section Summary: PY2 and PY3 participant characteristics match program targets. The program 
will benefit from continuing to market and outreach to potential customer and partner 
participants in the public sector. 

Participant. Targets 

All PY2 and PY3 participants came from expected participant target groups. There was a good 
mix of customer types including state, municipal, and education participants. Two of the four 
projects, also included program "partners", i.e., architect, designer, and engineer market actors 
who during the interviews, praised the program. One partner knew about the program and 
recruited the project into it. The other learned about the program through the project, but 
became convinced of the value of the program and praised the performance based financial 
incentive design: 

(The customers) got more money back (from the program) than the cost of us putting (the 
program application) together (and) I think that's great. It makes it worth their time and 
I think the energy efficiency measures they put in were all good, solid things ... (The 
program criteria is the) bottom line performance and I think that's a good way to go 
about things as opposed to writing programs that specifically favor one type of 
technology ... -Program Partner 

While both the program partners described above are likely to recruit projects into the program 
in the future, one customer participant mentioned having to reiterate the importance of energy 
efficiency to the architect throughout the project. This suggests that not all design-side market 
actors have been convinced of the value of energy efficiency, indicating that the program will 
likely benefit from continued outreach to the design community. 

In about half the interviews, participants suggested that a way to improve the program would 
be to increase marketing and awareness around it. For example, one participant stated, 

(The program would benefit from) ... a little better marketing ... I can see that by going 
through so many hands before it gets to the person who would actually (submit) an 
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application, some (of the intended audiences) would get lost along the way . ... So I think 
some more direct correspondence to ... the departments within the (municipality) as 
opposed to the (municipality) itself, might actually allow DCEO to directly touch and 
impact the people and agencies that they're trying to. -Customer 

The mix of PY2 and PY3 customer types, the presence of program partner champions, and 
feedback provided in the interviews, suggests that the prograin will benefit from continuing to 
raise awareness of the program among potential customer and partner participants in the public 
sector. Based on our discussion with the DeEO program manager, it appears that knowledge of 
the program is diffusing through the target market as there are over ten projects in the pipeline 
for the next program cycle. 

Marketing and Outreach section below. 

3.2.4 Participants 

Section Summary: PY2 and PY3 participant characteristics match program targets. The 
program will benefit from continuing to market and outreach to potential customer and partner 
participants in the public sector. 

Participant Targets 

All PY2 and PY3 participants came from expected participant target groups. There was a good 
mix of customer types including state, municipal, and education participants. Two of the four 
projects, also included program "partners", i.e., architect, designer, and engineer market actors 
who during the interviews, praised the program. One partner knew about the program and 
recruited the project into it. The other learned about the program through the project, but 
became convinced of the value of the program and praised the performance based financial 
incentive design: 

(The customers) got more money back (from the program) than the cost of us putting (the 
program application) together (and) I think that's great. It makes it worth their time and 
I think the energy efficiency measures they put in were all good, solid things ... (The 
program criteria is the) bottom line performance and I think that's a good way to go 
about things as opposed to writing programs that specifically favor one type of 
technology ... -Program Partner 

While both the program partners described above are likely to recruit projects into the program 
in the future, one customer participant mentioned having to reiterate the importance of energy 
efficiency to the architect throughout the project. This suggests that not all design-side market 
actors have been convinced of the value of energy efficiency, indicating that the program will 
likely benefit from continued outreach to the design community. 
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